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Origins of Evolutionary Thought & Natural Selection

LESSON 16.2

Darwin’s Ideas
Darwin’s ideas have inspired and guided many scientists in developing the theory of evolution into what it is today.
But what lead Darwin to his great discoveries? 

James Hutton & Charles Lyell

 concluded that Earth is extremely old based off geological evidence. 

 processes that changed Earth in the past are the same processes that operate in the present. 
 Ex. Mountain formation, sediment build up, water weathering, river carving etc. 

How did this help Darwin? 
He saw evidence of geological change on his journey 
Earthquakes shifting land
Fossil records of marine life in mountain cliffs

Wondered – If the Earth can change over time, could organisms too? 

Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

 Believed individuals evolved over their lifetime based on specific needs, then passed those traits onto their offspring.

 Thanks to Darwin & genetics, we know this is not true. 

How did this help Darwin? 
Help Darwin realize that species are not fixed, but change over time.
Recognized a link between an organism’s environment and its body structures. 
 Lead him to better understand adaptations. 
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Thomas Malthus (1798)

 humans were being born faster than they were dying. 

 Reasoned that if the human population grew unchecked, there wouldn’t be enough living space and food for everyone. 

How did this help Darwin? 
He realized that many organisms produce too many offspring, and many do not live long enough to reproduce.  
 Lead him to wonder why some survive better than others. 

Artificial Selection (Selective Breeding)

 Nature provides variation –humans select which traits get passed on by breeding only those individuals.

 By selecting specific traits, the species can evolve and change.   

How did this help Darwin? 
He realized that in nature, organisms have variation. 
Something other than a human was selecting for the best adapted traits for their environment –
determined it was nature selecting which traits survived and were passed on. 
All this evidence lead him to publish his ideas on Natural Selection.  

Natural Selection

 Nature selects traits that are best adapted to their environment – those that survive reproduce and are considered the “fittest” 

Conditions for Natural Selection

 Darwin concluded the following conditions for natural selection to occur:
 Struggle for existence - We’re all just trying to survive
Variation & Adaptation - Variations allow for some to adapt
 Survival of the Fittest - The “fittest” organisms survive & reproduce
Natural Selection - Nature selects against those who cannot adapt
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REMEMBER!

 Natural Selection is NOT random.
 The Earth, nor any organism on it, is moving in a “fixed direction” life is ALWAYS subject to change. (think natural disasters)
 Random mutations allow for variation. Some mutations are favorable, some are harmful, others aren’t even noticed. 
 Natural Selection does not make organisms “better or perfect,” just “good enough” to survive and reproduce.  

Assignment: Vocab
 Turn to Chapter 16.4 on pg. 465.  
On a blank piece of paper, write down the definitions for the following vocabulary words: 
Biogeography
Homologous structure (give examples!)
Analogous structures (give examples!)
Vestigial structure (give example!) 


